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NACUSAC 2018
Conference & Expo

Watch your inbox for NACUSAC membership renewal notices. Dues
can be paid online by credit card or by check payment. Since your
credit union holds the membership in NACUSAC, discounts on
training and free webinars are available to everyone on your credit
union's committee and staff. The 2018 annual membership fees are
increasing to $500.
Unlike other auditing conferences that are put on by CEO/executive groups
or firms selling their own services, NACUSAC is the only independent
organization dedicated to exclusively to educating supervisory and auditing
committees. Programs are laser-focused on the needs of the committee
while providing the widest range of perspectives in the industry.

NACUSAC Can Help with Your Committee's
Biggest Challenges
Credit unions are looking at every dollar spent on education, training and
membership. Often volunteer training is the first item to be cut from the
budget.
June 13-16, 2018
The Brown Hotel
Louisville, Kentucky

Unfortunately, the biggest fraud losses and the greatest exposure to risk
can happen to a credit union whose supervisory committee has either been

________________
FALL 2017
WEBINAR SERIES

kept in the dark, or their training has been made a low priority. One of the
metrics now being studied as a predictor of a financial institution's success
is peer training opportunities. Findings indicate that participation in quality
education directly correlates to a high level of success at credit unions.
NACUSAC has identified some of the biggest challenges today's
supervisory and audit committees are facing and how it can help.

Thursday, November 2, 2017
12:00 - 1:00 pm (Pacific)

________________

NACUSAC November Webinar:
"Can Your Organization Afford Ethical Risk?"

Thursday, November 2, 2017
12:00 - 1:00 PM (Pacific)
1:00 - 2:00 PM (Mountain)
2:00 - 3:00 PM (Central)
3:00 - 4:00 PM (Eastern)

FREE for NACUSAC Members!

Webinar Speaker:
Eileen Iles, CPA, CGMA, CIA, CFSA, CCSA, CRMA,
Partner, Crowe Horwath LLP

Corporate governance is a complicated structure of policy and guidance that
is impacted by legal, regulatory, ethical or moral, and economic forces.
These forces help shape how decisions are made, carried out, and seen by
others. With continued pressure on earnings to meet member and other
stakeholder expectations, there is a risk that business ethics may be
strained and could result in reputation risk. How do you assess the
possibility and potential impact of ethical risk on your organization? Where
do you look?

You will Learn...





How corporate governance impacts ethical and reputation risk
To Identify and understand unethical behaviors that lead to fraud
Real-life illustrations of unethical behavior
Practices to mitigate corporate governance, ethical risk and
strengthen corporate responsibility

CPE Credit Available for this webinar!

_____________________________________

Economic
NAFCU's Long: December rate hike likely, CUs to feel impact
soon after
Key People Need Financial Data
Not a Wall Street merger – A uniquely credit union merger
Tools to Boost Auto Lending

Regulatory/Compliance
On Compliance: Avoiding a UDAAP Lawsuit
CUs see victory as Senate votes to repeal arbitration rule
Ask a risk consultant: Indirect lending

Fraud
Top 10 ways to prevent cyber crime at work and at home
Fraud, conspiracy, ID theft: A summary of the allegations against
the Kealohas
Bowie Woman Sentenced to Prison for Fraud Scheme and
Identity Theft
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